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perishing and lay neglected. Trinity College from its
earliest days had left Irish learning severely alone,
except for some interest shown by its first great scholar,
Ussher, and for the piety of Bishop Bedell, one of its
earliest Fellows. Bedell's object was, frankly, con-
version : and Catholic Ireland has never loved those
who sought to turn its people from their allegiance. But
Bedell's personality vanquished all prejudice, reasoned
or instinctive, and his gift to Ireland of a translation
of the Bible has been always accepted with gratitude.
This was one of the earliest books printed in Irish
at an Irish press. Even earlier was an Irish version
of the Prayer Book, which was utilised for Scotland
also—the literary language being common to both
Gaelic-speaking peoples. Apart from these works of
propagandist intention, Ireland had to rely on manu-
script or Irish literature till the nineteenth century,
save for certain books that were printed in Louvain.
It was towards'the middle of the nineteenth century
that a group of, scholars in Trinity'College, among
whom Dr. James Henthorii Todd was,, prominent, set
to reviewing the Irish manuscripts which were in the
library of the University. There were still'men avail-
able who preserved the ancient tradition of learning,
and one of them, John O'Donovan .from Cork, was
employed to edit and bring out the Annals of the
Four Masters. He. was then employed in connection
with the Ordnance Survey to digest and set in shape
the topographical history of Ireland and the legends
attaching to special places. This vast work remains
in manuscript after more than half a century.
In the same period, Standish Hayes O'Grady, a
man of very great talent and eccentric personality,
applied himself to edit and translate the Ossianic
literature* He was of one of the old noble families
which had saved its position by becoming Protestant,
and he learnt Irish probably first from a foster-mother.
His work spreads over a long life from 1857, his first
publication, to the close of the century.

